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ABSTRACT 
 
BACKGROUND: Lead dust in homes is the primary route of lead ingestion for children. 
More and more evidence concludes that levels of lead <10 !g/dl, which once was 
thought to be safe, can cause permanant neurological effects and damage. Lead 
exposure and toxicity is hard to treat because of the negative side effects of the 
chelating agents. The focus should be on prevention.  
 
OBJECTIVE: Our objective was to conduct a study to see if window replacements 
and/or window repairs will significantly decrease the lead levels in low income housing 
homes. This study is collaboration between HUD, weatherization groups, and public 
health departments. 
 
DESIGN/METHODS: We performed statistical analyses of lead loading result data that 
was collected on the field. Compared the lead loading results for each sample location in 
each unit before and after window repair (Cohort 2), window replacement (Cohort 1), 
and no treatment for the control group (Cohort 3). The analyses were completed using a 
 v 
two sample matched pair z test and a significance level of 0.05. The control group was 
used to measure variance and to see if the difference is statistically significant.  
 
RESULTS: There appears to be a statistically significant reduction in the mean loading 
results in the Window Repair Cohort 2 across both Phase 1 to 2 (z=-2.63) and Phase 1 
to 3 (z= -3.10). There was not a statitistically significant reduction in the mean loading 
result of the samples in the Window Replacement Cohort 1 across Phase 1 to 3 (z=- 
1.3), and there surprisingly appears to be an increase in mean loading result of the 
samples across Phase 1 to Phase 2 (z= 1.65). There was a significant decrease in 
loading results throughout Phase 1 to 2 and Phase 1 to 3 for the Control Group Cohort 
3.  
 
CONCLUSIONS:  There is sufficient evidence to suggest that window repair will 
decrease lead dust levels in homes. According to our preliminary results window 
replacement decreases the average lead loading results by 43.6%, while window repairs 
decreased the average lead loading result by 97.4%. While this supports our hypothesis, 
the increase in lead loading results after a short time window replacement is 
unexpected. Further studies should be implemented to prevent high lead levels directly 
after weatherization and provide regulations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 Lead exposure is still a substantial public health issue even though policies 
and practices have resulted in continued progress in decreasing lead exposure 
and lowering blood lead levels (BLL) in the U.S. population.  Childhood lead 
exposure remains one of the most harmful and persistent child environmental 
health problems in the USA (1).  
 
Lead Sources:  
 Lead (Pb) is a natural element.  However its existence in the blood is a 
result of industrial man-made activities.  The two major sources of lead are in the 
air- coming from gasoline combustion, which contains tetraethyl lead and lead in 
dust made from lead paint.  Lead in plumbing can also contaminate drinking 
water.  Some uncommon sources of exposure are cosmetics and folk remedies 
(2).  In 1977 the US Consumer Product Safety Commission prohibited the sale of 
lead paints (3).  Since then, there has been a reduction in mortality from lead 
poisoning in childhood (4). 
 
Lead Absorption: 
Lead enters a body through inhalation or ingestion.  Severe lead poisoning 
is often caused by the ingestion of lead paint chips, however the more common 
exposure is from lead polluted dust (5).  Absorption of lead is inversely related to 
  
 
 
 #"
particle size (6).  Nutrition is important because diets high in iron and calcium and 
low in fat can help reduce the rate that lead is absorbed (7).  Contaminated dust 
is ingested by young children through hand-to-mouth activities as they play on 
the floor and crawl around. The ingested lead travels through the blood to the 
brain, where it causes neurological damage.  The half-life of lead is appoxiametly 
a month in blood, one to one and a half months in the soft tissue, and 25-30 
years in bone (8). 
 
Lead in Homes: 
 Levels of lead in settled house dust is the primary source of exposure for 
most children today (9).  Approximately 38 million homes still have lead-based 
paint and 24 million homes have paint hazards from deteriorated paint and 
infected dust and soil (5).  Lead paint was banned in 1978, and therefore is 
common in houses built before 1960 (10).  Windows have the highest levels of 
lead paint and lead contaminated dust compared with other building components 
(5).  Homes that are of high risk should be the focus of Pd exposure reduction. 
These homes can be determined by wipe testing for lead in dust (11). The 
interior dust lead amount is an important predictor of blood lead level (12). 
 
Methods of lead removal: 
 The process of deleading, especially when not done properly, can create a 
significant source of lead.  Particles of lead can be released into dust, which can 
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be inhaled or ingested.  If furniture and carpeting are not covered, then particles 
can infiltrate fabric and carpet in a way that they become a source of lead (13).  
During the deleading process, tenants have to vacate the residence because 
lead levels increase right after abatements because the process is disruptive to 
lead paint causing increased lead dust.  Non- compliance among tenants in 
these situations can lead to lead poisoning (14).  
 
Window Replacements and Repairs:  
 Windows are most likely to contain lead paint and high levels of lead dust 
(9).  Lead paint was banned after 1978, while in the 1980’s double-pane windows 
became very common.  As a result, single-pane windows in old houses are a 
dependable indicator of lead paint hazards because double-pane windows in 
older homes are a sign that the original single-pane, lead-based windows have 
already been replaced (15). 
 
 Lead hazard reduction can be accomplished through the removal lead dust 
and stabilization of deteriorated lead paint- i.e window replacement and window 
repair.  Urgency for intervention is determined by housing inspections that test 
the lead content of deteriorated paint and paint on friction surfaces such as 
windows, doors, and floors, and test for lead in dust.  Research has shown that 
measurement of lead dust levels are directly correlated with children’s blood lead 
level (11).  Repair work, such as abatement, disturbs the lead paint and without 
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proper cleanup can cause dangerous lead dust levels in the short run.  A recent 
study showed that weatherization can potentially create large amounts of lead 
dust that if not properly cleaned up, can place children at risk (16). 
 Window repairs can lead to important energy and health benefits, because 
these repairs result in more air-tight window systems and all deteriorated lead 
paint is either removed, enclosed or stabilized.  Window repairs include caulking, 
and scraping friction surfaces and assuring that paint on windows is smooth and 
not chipping or peeling.  The WAP, or Weatherization Assistance Program, 
discovered that residents of properly weatherized homes reported a decreased 
incidence of colds, allergies, headaches, and nausea.  These health benefits 
may be related to the improved temperature consistency from weatherization.  
Leaky air ducts decrease energy efficiency and can cause moisture problems, 
which are associated illnesses caused by mold and indoor air pollution.  Densely 
packed wall insulation that reduces excess air infiltration can benefit health by 
reducing excess moisture infiltration, reducing allergens related to cockroaches 
and other insects that live in empty wall cavities (17).  
 Research that examined new homes built with energy efficient windows 
found significant improvements in throat irritation, cough, fatigue, and irritability 
(18).  Another study demonstrated that the insulation of existing houses causes a 
warmer and drier indoor environment. This results in improved health, reduction 
in wheezing, a decrease in days of school and work missed, and fewer visits to 
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general physicians and overall hospital admissions from respiratory conditions 
(19). 
Lead Prevalence: 
 During the past 40 years, studies continue to discover evidence of negative 
health effects at consistantly lower and lower blood lead levels.  As a result, the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has frequently lowered the 
concentration for elevated blood lead level in children, as shown in Table 1 to the 
current level of 10 !g/dL (20). 
 
Table 1: CDC Action Levels for Lead. Table taken from Gilbert et al., 2006  
 
Year CDC Action Level for 
Lead 
1960s 60 µg/dl 
1975 30 µg/dl 
1985 25 µg/dl 
1991 10 µg/dl 
  
 The blood lead levels for US Preschoolers decreased from the National 
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey II (NHANES II) to the NHANES III.  This 
is largely because of regulations that removed lead from gasoline and paint (15).  
A report that looked at the NHANES III blood lead in 1988-1991 stated that lead 
paint hazards in older homes were the greatest childhood risk for lead exposure 
(21).  The replacement of single-pane windows and demolition of old buildings 
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accounts for a significant part of the reduction in childhood lead exposure during 
the 1990s (22) but there are still around 310,000 children in the United States 
with blood lead levels above 10 µg/dL and 7.4% of children have blood lead 
levels above 5 µg/dL (23).  
 
 
Figure 1: Percent of U.S. Children Aged 1-5 Years with Blood Lead Levels 
Greater Than or Equal to 10 µg/dl. Figure taken from Jones et al. 2009 
"
 Figure 1 demonstrates that the percent of U.S. children between the ages 
of 1 and  5 with a BLL of greater than or equal to 10 µg/dl has decreased.  
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However minority children, such as African American and Mexican American 
children, are disproportionately affected by lead paint hazards (24).  
 
Effects of Lead: 
 It is well understood and accepted that lead exposure is related to a 
plethera of adverse health effects (25).  Research shows that early lead 
exposure strongly increases the risk of educational failure and criminal behavior 
later on in life.  Ingested lead travels through the circulatory system to the child’s 
brain, where it can cause neurological damage.  We can see that lead toxicity is 
correlated with decreases in observed SAT scores that are tested later in life 
(Figure 2).  This trend is also seen in Figure 3 through the positive correlation 
between blood lead levels in children and public school mental retardation 12 
years later.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: US Trends in Preschool Blood Lead and SAT Scores.  Figure taken 
from Nevin, 2009  
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Figure 3: US Trends in Preschool Blood Lead and Mental Retardation.  
Figure taken from Nevin, 2009 
  
 There are also effects on hearing and balace.  Teachers report that 
students with elevated blood lead levesl are more inattentive, hyperactive, and 
disorganized.  Eleveated BLLs are also associated with attentional dysfuntion, 
aggression and delinquency (26).  As can be seen in Figure 4, there is a striking 
association between BLLs and burglary in studies completed in Canada, 
Australia and Great Britain.   
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Figure 4: International Trends in Blood Lead and Burglary between 2003-
2006.  Shown are data from Canada (A) and Australia (B). Figure taken from 
Nevin, 2007  
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Figure 4 continued: International Trends in Blood Lead and Burglary 
between 2003-2006.  Shown is data from Britain (C). Figure taken from Nevin, 
2007  
 
  
 Lead also affects children by impairing the 1-d-hydroxylation of vitamin D 
which is necessary to activate the vitamin (2).  Lead also interferes with heme 
synthesis at blood levels of 25 µg/dl and higher.  Two enzymes that close the 
heme ring, D-amiolevulinate dehydratase and ferrochelatase, are both inhibited 
by high lead blood levels.  In addition, children with blood lead levels higher than 
60 µg/dl may exhibit abdominal pain, loss of appitite, headaches, or constipation. 
Higher lead levels can lead to encephalopathy that results in seizures, hearing 
loss, and even death (2). 
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Effects of Lead < 10!g/dL: 
 There is extensive evidence that low-level Pb exposure, blood Pb levels 
<10!g/dL, can cause adverse health effects (2).  In children, there is evidence 
that blood lead levels <5!g/dL are associated with attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD), an increased occurance of difficult behaviors, and decreased 
cognitive performance.  The CDC recognizes a causal relationship because lead 
levels of <5 !g/dl and these problems.  Evidence also suggests that blood lead 
levels <10!g/dL in children are correlated with delayed puberty, reduced 
postnatal growth, decreased kidney function, and decreased cognitive 
performance (2).  
 In adults, low lead levels are correlated with with decreased renal function 
increased blood pressure, hypertension, and increased cardiovascular-related 
death.  Maternal blood Pb level is correlated with decreased fetal growth, 
increased fetal death and preterm birth (2).  
 
Treating Lead Toxicity: 
The absorption and biological fate of lead are affected by a variety of 
factors such as an individual’s nutrition, health and age.  Lead toxicity >40 !g/dl  
is treated with chelation therapy (27).  Chelation is chemical treatment in which a 
drug binds to the lead in the blood and then the drug lead complex is excreted in 
the urine.  Chelation is not used to treat adults with BLLs of <45 !g/dl, and is 
controversial for children because of the risk of adverse drug effects and 
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remobilized lead.  The three main drugs are used for chelation: dimercaprol, 
edetate calcium disodium and succimer.  The limitation of drug treatments for 
lead  toxicity is that chelation cannot repair neurologic damage.  Evidence of this 
is shown in Figure 5.  Chelation does not reduce brain lead and may actually 
increase it.  Chelation is expensive, painful and potentially dangerous and is not 
effective if the child goes back to a lead-infested environment.  Therefore, the 
primary prevention of lead exposure is extremely important (27). 
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STUDY OBJECTIVES 
 The goal of the current study is to investigate the effectiveness and cost 
savings of energy efficient, lead free, window replacement.  Specifically we are 
evaluating how the repair or replacement of old, energy inefficient, lead 
contaminated windows from pre-1950s residential houses in three communities 
across New York State affect reduction of lead in dust, the most common source 
of lead exposure for children.  
 
Hypothesis A: 
 Replacement of old, lead contaminated windows will result in a reduction 
in mean dust lead levels on interior floors, interior window sills and exterior 
window troughs compared to baseline. 
 
Hypothesis B: 
 Repair of lead contaminated windows will result in a reduction in mean 
dust lead levels on interior floors, interior window sills and exterior window 
troughs compared to baseline. 
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METHODS 
 
 We collected dust lead data and self-reported health data from houses in 
New York State that are enrolled in the Low Income Home Energy Assistance 
Program (LIHEAP) through a unique collaboration between community-based 
organizations, weatherization programs, childhood lead poisoning prevention 
programs, and researchers.  The homes were divided into three cohorts. Cohort 
1 had full window replacement with energy-efficient windows; Cohort 2 
underwent energy efficient window repair; and Cohort 3 did not undergo any 
window repair or replacement (Control Group).  
 
Sample: 
 We performed a power calculation to ensure our sample size of housing 
units was adequate.  While there are no data on longitudinal dust lead trends in 
houses undergoing weatherization (which is one of the reasons we believe this 
study is so important), related data was available for houses that have 
undergone lead hazard control, which typically includes window replacement 
and/or window repair.  Data from 1034 housing units in the Evaluation of the 
HUD Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Grant Program was used to perform the 
power calculation (Table 2) (28).  There were 122 units with window repairs and 
675 units with window replacement (28).  
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Table 2: Reduction in Geometric Mean Dust Lead Loading from Pre-
Intervention*. Table taken from Dixon et al., 2005 
 
 
 
 Through the power calculations, it was determined that a minimum of 121 
dwellings need to be treated with window repair to have a power of 90% and 
level of significance of 5%.  A minimum of 66 dwellings would need to have 
window replacements would be needed for a power of 90% and level of 
significance of 5%.  In total 187 homes are needed with window repair and 
replacement combined (121 homes treated with window repair and 66 with 
window replacement).  To account for attrition over the 12 months of the study, 
we proposed to enroll a total of 300 homes: 130 homes with window repair, 70 
homes with window replacement, and 100 homes serving as controls.  Two 
sampling sites were chosen- Utica, NY and New York, NY. New York City was 
the field site of the Replacement Cohort 1, while Utica was the field site of both 
the Repair Cohort 2 and Control Cohort 3.  
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Dust Data:  
 Dust samples were collected from interior floors, interior window sills and 
external window troughs in three different rooms in each home before and after 
window replacement or repair; the living room, bedroom and kitchen.  The data 
were collected at three different phases of the project.  Window replacement and 
repair work were performed using lead-safe work practices.  Window repairs 
included caulking, and scraping friction surfaces and assuring that paint on 
windows is smooth and not chipping or peeling.  All dust lead analyses were 
conducted at a single laboratory for quality purposes and the laboratory was 
acknowledged by the EPA National Lead Laboratory Accreditation Program.  The 
lead loading results, which is the amount of lead in micrograms contained in the 
dust collected from a certain surface area divided by the surface area in square 
feet, as well as information about each room in the unit or home where the 
sample was collected was assessed by the laboratory and recorded on Form 3 
(Figure 6).  The following data were recorded on Form 3: room identification 
number, dwelling id, room location, sample number, sample type (unpainted 
wood, painted wood, other painted surface, vinyl/tile, carpet), surface condition 
(good, fair, or poor), sample area dimensions, and results in micrograms per 
square foot (µg/ft2).  Masking tape was used to delineate the area that was 
sampled.  Each surface was sampled by wiping with two strokes, one side-to-
side and another top-to-bottom.  After the window replacement and repair, 
specialized cleaning removed any lead-contaminated dust.  Clearance testing to 
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confirm absence of lead hazards after cleanup was performed under phase 2B.  
The minimum reporting value for total lead was usually 20 µg, but this number is 
not constant throughout the study.  Field and analytical blanks were completed 
on a random basis.  These samples confirmed that the wipes were lead-free in 
order to minimize sources of error and also acted as a quality control measure. 
 A Niton X-ray Fluorescence was used to calculate lead concentrations on 
the wipes.  The lead particles absorbed gamma rays and emit X-radiation.  The 
amount of X-radiation is directly proportional to the concentration of lead. 
?  
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Figure 6:  Sample Form 3: Sample Type Code: 1= Unpainted Wood, 2= Painted 
Wood, 3= Other Painted Surface, 4= Vinyl/Tile, n5= Carpet, 6= Other. Surface 
Condition Code: 1= Good, 2=Fair, 3= Poor 
 
Form 3- Dust Sample Collection 
Phase Building ID Dwelling ID  
    
Room 
Function 
Room 
Location # 
Sample 
Type 
Surface 
Condition 
Sample 
Dimensions: 
Length 
(inches) 
Sample 
Dimensions: 
Width 
(inches) 
Loading 
Results 
(μg/ft2) 
Living Room 
Floor 
2      
Living Room 
Window Sill 
2      
Living Room 
Window Trough 
2      
Bedroom Floor 3      
Bedroom 
Window Sill 
3      
Kitchen Floor 4      
Field Blank      Lab Value: 
Spiked Sample True 
Value: 
Sample 
Number: 
  Lab Value:   
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Figure 6 (continued):  Sample Form 3: Sample Type Code: 1= Unpainted 
Wood, 2= Painted Wood, 3= Other Painted Surface, 4= Vinyl/Tile, n5= Carpet, 6= 
Other. Surface Condition Code: 1= Good, 2=Fair, 3= Poor 
 
 
Assessor rating of basic general upkeep and basic cleanliness of home : __________ 
Code: 1= Appears clean, 2=Some evidence of house cleaning, 3= No evidence of house cleaning 
Lead Paint XRF data available (circle)?          Yes          No 
Name of Data Collector: 
(Print Name): 
 
Name of Site Coordinator: 
(Print Name): 
 
Initial Date of Inspection 
(mm/dd/yy) 
 
   
 
 
 
Health Interview Survey: 
 The Health Interview survey consists of 67 questions (Appendix).  The 
questionnaire was drawn from the CDC National Health Interview Survey and 
was adapted to examine those health conditions related to housing quality.  The 
health interview survey was a way to document expected benefits and evaluate 
the evidence of potential benefits.  It measured lead hazard reduction benefits in 
upgraded homes and examined the health consequences of window replacement 
and window repair in the context of weatherization.  The survey was conducted 
twice for each housing unit enrolled, once at phase 1 of the project and then a 
follow up at phase 3 of the project, which was roughly 1 year later, in order to 
identify other potential benefits for those households.  Once informed consent 
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was obtained, each grantee conducted initial household interviews with residents 
in all occupied enrolled dwellings, even those that did not house children.  The 
purpose of the interview was to get information about socioeconomic status and 
any conditions that may affect dust lead loadings.  Information about the name, 
age, sex, race, and education of each resident, household size, how long the 
interviewee has lived in the home and much more was collected.  When the 
resident family had a child or children at the time of enrollment, the legal 
guardian was additionally asked questions about each child.  This part of the 
interview was conducted to find information about conditions potentially affecting 
the child’s blood lead levels or the change in blood lead levels over time. 
Information gathered included the child’s time spent away from house on 
weekdays and weekends, behavioral patterns, and more.  Surveys were only 
conducted after obtaining the respondents’ consent and the approval by the New 
York University School of Medicine and New York City HUD Institutional Review 
Boards.  The consent form and survey are both available for reference in the 
Appendix section. 
 
Forms 1 and 2:  
A visual assessment of the overall exterior and interior condition of the 
home was completed at preintervention and recorded as well.  The Form 1 
contains the information about the exterior of the house and neighborhood.  It 
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contains questions about the building condition, potential sources of lead around 
the area as a result of radiator shops, battery plants, bridge repainting, and more    
(Figure 7).  The Form 2 is the visual inspection of the condition of the paint in 
each room, and recorded the number of repaired or replaced windows, as well as 
the number of double paned windows.  The Form 2 also asked about surface 
quality for walls, ceilings, doors, floors, and trim (Figure 8).  
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Figure 7: Sample Form 1 
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Figure 8: Sample Form 2 
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Statistical Analysis: 
 Data obtained from Form 3 and the Survey was compiled and inputted 
onto Microsoft Excel for statistical analysis.  Both exploratory analysis and 
statistical modeling were performed on the data. The difference in loading results 
of a sample from a specific sampling location of a unit from Phase 1 to Phase 2 
and Phase 1 to Phase 3 was calculated.  An arithmetic mean dust lead loading 
was calculated for difference of the loading results.  The means and statistics 
were generated for the interior components individually, as well as combined 
throughout the phases of the study.  In order to analyze the results, multiple 
paired sample z-tests were performed for the loading results of samples in each 
unit between Phases 1 and 2, and Phases 1 and 3.  This test was chosen 
because the two samples in the z tests are dependent because they come from 
the same source and are the before and after data for each unit.  The z test was 
chosen because the sample size is greater than or equal to 30.  
The null hypothesis is H0: µd= 0, meaning that the hypothesized 
difference in the loading results of each sample in each unit is 0.  The alternative 
hypothesis is HA: µ<0, meaning that the difference is less than 0.  The alternative 
hypothesis shows that we are trying to see if there is a significant decrease in the 
loading results.  All results will use a test statistic of z = d " D/ (#d/$n) which 
equals the sample mean of pair wise differences minus the  hypothesized mean 
of pair wise differences all over the standard deviation of population of pair wise 
differences divided by the sample size.  The significance level (%) of 0.05 was 
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chosen.  The p-value is compared to the significance level.  If the p-value is 
smaller than %, the observed outcome was not very likely given that the null 
hypothesis is true so we reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative 
hypothesis.  If the p-value is greater than % then the observed outcome was likely 
enough that it is reasonable to assume that the null hypothesis is true so fail to 
reject the null hypothesis. 
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RESULTS 
 
 Initially we used data obtained from 1034 housing units in the Evaluation of 
the HUD Lead-Based Paint Hazard Control Grant Program to perform a power 
calculation (28).  Because we looked at houses undergoing weatherization, we 
expected reductions in floor dust lead loadings to be 67% of those observed in 
the HUD Evaluation (48% for repair and 71% for replacement as shown in Table 
2 above).  Therefore, we estimated that repair of old, lead contaminated 
windows, will result in at least a 32% reduction in geometric mean dust lead 
levels from baseline to 12-months post-intervention on floors.  Similarly, we 
estimate that replacement of old lead contaminated windows will result in at least 
a 47% reduction in geometric mean dust lead levels from baseline to 12-months 
post-intervention on floors.  Power calculations are based on sample t-tests.  The 
standard deviations for those t-tests are those found in the Evaluation data set 
(standard deviations of [log(dust at 12-months)-log(dust at pre- intervention)] and 
were 1.42 and 1.75 µg/ft2 for window repair and replacement, respectively) .  
 In the study we enrolled 83 units with window replacements (Cohort 1), 58 
units with window repairs (Cohort 2), and 25 units that had neither window 
replacements nor repairs (Cohort 3) (Table 3).  Treatments in addition to window 
treatments were conducted in all cohorts because units often had children and 
relatively high levels of lead-based paint hazards.  Therefore, the degree of dust 
lead reduction in this project might be less than those observed in the HUD 
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Evaluation, because baseline levels were lower to begin with.  It is important to 
note that this study is still ongoing and due to unforseen circumstances there is 
still data to be entered.  Therefore, these are only preliminary results and 
analyses. 
 
Table 3: The Number of Units by Cohort  
Cohort Number of 
Units 
Estimated 
Number of 
Units 
enrolled 
Units in 
Phase 1 
Units in 
Phase 2 
Units in 
Phase 3 
Replacement 70 83 81 
*97.6% 
78 
*94% 
60 
*72.3% 
Repair 130 58 49 
*84.5% 
37 
*63.8 
22 
*38% 
Control 100 25 25 
*100% 
25 
*100% 
21 
*84% 
Total 200 166 155 140 103 
*=Percent of units with respect to the number of units enrolled in each cohort 
 
 
Table 4: Summary of Data for Cohort 3 (Control) by Sample Location: LR= Living 
Room, BR= Bedroom, KIT= Kitchen 
 
Phase Number 
of Units 
with 
Data 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Floor 
LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Sill LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Trough 
LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Floor BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Sill BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Floor 
KIT 
(µg/ft) 
Phase 
1 
25 10396 643 10673 39100 188 11435 134 
Phase 
2 
25 4762 136 2496 24259 175 2252 177 
Phase 
3 
21 4896 
 
142 1638 24148 123 3147 97 
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Table 5: Summary of Data for Cohort 1(Replacement) by Sample Location: LR= 
Living Room, BR= Bedroom, KIT= Kitchen 
 
Phase Number 
of Units 
with 
Data 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Floor LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Sill LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Trough 
LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Floor BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Sill BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Floor 
KIT 
(µg/ft) 
Phase 
1 
81 362 16 424 1941 16 135 17 
Phase 
2 
78 617 66 863 2107 95 721 63 
Phase 
3 
60 204 13 231 994 20 117 15 
 
 
Table 6: Summary of Data for Cohort 2 (Repair) by Sample Location: LR= Living 
Room, BR= Bedroom, KIT= Kitchen 
 
Phase Number 
of Units 
with 
Data 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Floor LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Sill LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result of 
Sample 
Trough 
LR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Floor BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Sill BR 
(µg/ft) 
Average 
Loading 
Result 
of 
Sample 
Floor 
KIT 
(µg/ft) 
Phase 
1 
49 3059 133 2314 10681 1421 3662 80 
Phase 
2 
37 430 42 140 271 49 2038 43 
Phase 
3 
22 80 26 89 86 32 227 20 
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Table 7: Summary of Cohort 3 Data by Loading Results 
 
Loading 
Results (µg/ft) 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 1 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 2 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 3 
Total 
Number of 
Samples 
<10 0 
*0% 
0 
*0% 
0 
*0% 
0 
10<50 26 
*17.2% 
40 
*26.8% 
33 
*26.4% 
99 
50<75 9 
*6% 
11 
*7.4% 
7 
*5.6 
27 
75<100 10 
*6.6% 
8 
*5.4% 
2 
*1.6% 
20 
100<150 12 
*8% 
5 
*3.4% 
9 
*7.2% 
26 
150<500 33 
*21.9% 
26 
*17.4% 
30 
*24% 
89 
>500 61 
*40.4% 
59 
*38.6% 
44 
*25.2% 
164 
Total  151 
 
149 125 425 
 
*=Percent of samples with respect to the total number of samples in each phase 
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Table 8: Summary of Cohort 1 Data by Loading Results 
 
*=Percent of samples with respect to the total number of samples in each phase 
 
Loading 
Results 
(µg/ft) 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 1 
 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 2 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 3 
Total Number of 
Samples 
 
<10 97 
*21% 
29 
*6.6% 
0 
*0% 
126 
10<50 225 
*48.7% 
163 
*37% 
238 
*71.7% 
626 
50<75 26 
*5.6% 
33 
*7.5% 
16 
*4.8% 
75 
75<100 14 
*3% 
27 
*6.1% 
11 
*3.3% 
52 
100<150 19 
*4.1% 
30 
*6.8% 
13 
*3.9% 
62 
150<500 41 
*8.9% 
65 
*14.8% 
30 
*9% 
136 
>500 40 
*8.7% 
 
93 
*21.1% 
24 
*7.2% 
157 
Total 462 440 332 1234 
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Table 9: Summary of Cohort 2 Data by Loading Results 
 
Loading 
Results 
(µg/ft) 
 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 1 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 2 
Number of 
Samples in 
Phase 3 
Total Number 
of Samples 
<10 
 
3 
*1.1% 
0 
*0% 
0 
0% 
3 
10<50 107 
*37.8% 
113 
*53.6% 
117 
*88.6% 
337 
50<75 19 
*6.7% 
39 
*18.5% 
0 
*0% 
58 
75<100 25 
*8.8% 
24 
*11.4% 
2 
*1.5 
51 
100<150 13 
*4.6% 
7 
*3.3% 
2 
*1.5 
22 
150<500 34 
*12% 
16 
*7.6% 
7 
*5.3 
57 
>500 82 
*29% 
12 
*5.7 
4 
*3% 
98 
Total 283 
 
211 132 626 
 
*=Percent of samples with respect to the total number of samples in each phase 
 
 
Table 10: Statistical Data for Cohorts 1, 2, and 3 
 
 Cohort 1 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 2 
Cohort 1 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 3 
Cohort 2 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 2 
Cohort 2 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 3 
Cohort 3 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 2 
Cohort 3 
Phase 1 to 
Phase 3 
N 425 316 156 96 148 125 
Standard 
deviation 
2397.55 1301.08 7472.803 3503.602 29091 34026.17 
Sample 
Mean 
192.99 -95.23 -1576.44 -1110.77 -5703.85 -7026.48 
Hypothes
ized 
mean 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z value 1.65 -1.3 -2.63 -3.10 -2.39 -2.32 
P-value Significa
nt 
not 
Significant 
Significant Significant Significa
nt 
significant 
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The Control Group was used to analyze the variance of the data to see if 
the results are truly statistically significant.  All calculations are based on a .05 
significance level (using a critical Z value of -1.645 on the left tail test).  Looking 
at Table 10 above, we can see that at this point in the study, the data of Cohort 1 
from Phase 1 to 2 and Phase 1 to 3 both fail to reject the notion that the mean 
lead levels before and after window replacement are equal, i.e. there was not a 
statistically significant reduction.  There, is however, significant evidence that 
from Phase 1 to 2, cohort 1’s mean lead levels surprisingly increased, showing 
that the lead levels significantly increased right after window replacement.  The 
data in Cohort 2 rejected the null hypothesis that the mean lead levels before and 
after window repair were equal, in support of the hypothesis B that repair of 
windows will result in a reduction in mean dust lead levels on interior floors, 
interior window sills and exterior window troughs.  This is supported not only from 
the data from Phase 1 to 2, but also from Phase 1 to 3. 
 Looking at these results, at this point in data entry and analysis, it appears 
that window replacement decreases the average lead loading results by 43.6%, 
while window repairs decreased the average lead loading result by 97.4%.  Both 
of these percentages are in agreement with the estimations calculated from 
Table 2.  
 Tables 7 and 8 show a general declining trend in the number of samples 
with loading results above 75 µg/ft from Phase 1 to Phase 3.  The greatest 
decrease is seen when looking at the percent of samples less than 500 µg/ft.  
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Tables 4, 5, and 6 shows that the living room trough had higher lead dust levels 
then the other locations and should be a focus when calculating lead levels in 
homes, possibly due to the fact that families open and close these more often 
than windows in other rooms.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
  The results of this study appear to not fully support it’s original 
hypotheses.  For the window replacement cohort from Phase 1 to Phase 2, we 
failed to reject the null hypothesis, which means that there was no decrease in 
loading results across these two phases.  In fact looking at the numbers, many 
units appear to have had an increased loading result.  This could be because 
after the window replacements, the weatherization groups did not properly clean 
the home.  Renovation work that is not followed up with proper clean up can lead 
to hazardous lead dust levels.  Window replacement is a more disruptive process 
to the paint and would generate more lead dust.  The units with elevated lead 
levels in phase 2 were entered again for a 2nd clearance under a phase 2b in 
order to be recleaned so that living in the unit was not hazardous to the tenants 
health.  This problem of improper cleanup is prevalent and can be fixed with 
workshops that teach weatherization groups accurate cleaning techniques and 
regulations that require these techniques.  We believe that this is an extremely 
important finding as weatherization efforts increase. 
Statistically the Cohort 3 also rejected the notion that it’s mean lead levels 
in Phase 1 and 2 were the same, as well as its lead levels from Phase 1 to 3.  
This might be due to various reasons, the most plausible being that cohort size 
was too small.  As mentioned in the Methods Section, the control group size was 
reduced from 100 units proposed to  only 25 units.  This substantial decrease in 
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sample size could be a source of the statistically significant finding.  This 
significance can also be due to the fact that tenants in the control groups were 
offered the use of a HEPA vacuum and knowledge and education. Information 
about healthy practices to maintian low home lead levels and using the high 
powered vacuum would both decrease lead levels in homes. 
 Another limitation that was encountered in this study was that the 
laboratories that the samples were sent out to failed to keep records of the QC 
forms which recorded the lead machine values.  Since a high percentage of 
postintervention dust lead samples were initially reported as “below detection” 
and limiting statistical analyses.  We needed the  actual “machine results” so that 
we could substituted them for the for the “below detection values”. About 50% of 
the unit samples had lead levelts below detection limit.  Therefore we could not 
receive an exact lead loading result and instead the lead detection limit in each of 
these cases was assumed to be the loading result in order to account for the 
greatest possible error.  There are also a few cases where the lead detection 
limit was not available and the loading result is listed at BRL for below recording 
level (Appendix).  Because the recording level is not known, these results were 
left blank.  
 Error may have resulted from the different laboratories that were used for 
sample analysis.  The original plan, as mentioned in the Methods Section, was to 
only use one laboratory in order to keep conditions equal.  Unfortunately, the lab 
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that we used outsourced a bulk of the sample analyses to other labs so multiple 
laboratories were used and could not be controlled for. 
 There were unimaginable delays in this project due to difficulties finding 
weatherization partners, cuts in health department staff because of the 
recession, and Hurricane Sandy, that left us unable to complete data collection.  
All fieldwork ceased in January 2013 as originally planned and leaving units with 
incomplete data sets.  It need to be emphasized that this is only a preliminary 
analysis, as there still is data that needs to be entered and there is still data that 
we are waiting for from the field.  
 The data in the tables in the Appendices, which were used for the 
statistical analysis, have not yet been checked for errors. This quality check is 
vital to the validity the data.  Because the results are handwritten on Form 3, 
which dictates information from the lab report and that form is entered on excel, 
there are many routes for human error.  This can be errors in loading results, 
phases, or units from copying from the lab reports onto the forms, or copying 
from the forms onto the excels.  It is important to check this work for quality 
assurance.  The data has also not been analyzed by the statisticians who are a 
part of this study.  
For many units there are incomplete phases, thereby decreasing the 
sample size of the study.  This is because many units dropped out or refused to 
let the weatherization groups back into the homes for Phase 2 or Phase 3. Once 
of the reasons for this  is because there was a high turnover of tenants, so a high 
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percentage of tenants present for Phase 1 had moved out by Phase 3.  This 
greatly constrains the data available for analysis from the Health Interview 
Survey.  Many of the Utica Units (which were the control and repair units) did not 
have tenants residing in them and thus had incomplete Health Interview Survey 
information because for these units no Health Interview Surveys were conducted.  
The Health Interview Survey is something that can be looked at and analyzed to 
see the benefit of the window replacements and repair.  The Form 1 and Form 2 
can be used to compare lead levels and the exterior and interior conditions of the 
units.  The Health Interview Survey, Form 1, and Form 2 data has not been 
analyzed yet. 
 Tobacco contains lead.  One analysis that can be done in the future would 
be to look at the lead decrease throughout the 3 phases and to see if the homes 
with smokers had a significantly less decrease in home lead levels.  This could 
also be a reason that in some homes the lead loading results for Phase 2 had a 
signifcant increase.  Overall however it is the results over time (from Phase 1 to 
Phase 3) that are really important.  
  The lead loading limit guidlines for the floor is 40 µg/ft, sill  is 250 µg/ft, 
and trough is 400 µg/ft (29).  Looking at Tables 3 to 9, we can see the enormous 
number of samples that have surpassed these limits.  
 Data strongly suggests that window repair is more effective than window 
replacements.  The main goal of weatherizaiton groups is to help save families 
money and to save energy in way to better the environment.  Their focus is not 
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necessarily decreasing lead levels and protecting children which is why 
regulations need to be implemented.  Lead exposure to children continues to be 
an important issue in Pediatrics and Environmental Medicine.  Lead in houses 
especially through lead dust is the primary source of exposure.  This study, like 
many others, has it’s limitiations.  This was the first endeavor to merge efforts of 
public health departments and weatherization groups.  This partnership rapidly 
created jobs and combined energy saving with lead poisoning prevention.  
Hopefully this is only the begaining of many collaborations to come.  
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APPENDIX 
 
Consent form: 
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Health Interview Survey:  
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Cohort 1 Replacement Data: 
ID 
Building 
ID 
Dwelling 
ID 
Sample 
Type 
Sample 
Room 
Phase 1 
loading 
Phase 2 
loading 
Phase 3 
loading 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 floor LR 10 24 12 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 sill LR <20 <23 24.5 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 trough LR 250 170 63.2 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 floor BR <10 <10 12 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 sill BR <31 <44 30.8 
B0010A1 B001 0A1 floor KIT <10 11 12 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 floor LR <10 12 12 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 sill LR <33 <27 21.4 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 trough LR 230 570 1835 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 floor BR <10 13 12 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 sill BR <74 <58 92.3 
B0010B1 B001 0B1 floor KIT <10 20 13.1 
B0010B3 B001 0B3 floor LR 11 12   
B0010B3 B001 0B3 sill LR <69 33   
B0010B3 B001 0B3 trough LR 240 1200   
B0010B3 B001 0B3 floor BR <10 12   
B0010B3 B001 0B3 sill BR <55 140   
B0010B3 B001 0B3 floor KIT <10 10   
B0010B4 B001 0B4  floor LR 10 32 12 
B0010B4 B001 0B4  sill LR 129.8 <72 70.6 
B0010B4 B001 0B4  trough LR 292.4 380 349.1 
B0010B4 B001 0B4  floor BR 9.8 19 12 
B0010B4 B001 0B4  sill BR 25.8 <28 37.1 
B0010B4 B001 0B4  floor KIT 9.80 25 12 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  floor LR 9.80 <10 12 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  sill LR 30.2 <23 23.1 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  trough LR 83.8 <62 84.1 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  floor BR 9.8 <10 12 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  sill BR 83.6 <34 120 
B0010B5 B001 0B5  floor KIT 9.8 21 12 
B0010C5 B001 0C5 floor LR <10 16   
B0010C5 B001 0C5 sill LR 49 50   
B0010C5 B001 0C5 trough LR 310 97   
B0010C5 B001 0C5 floor BR <10 77   
B0010C5 B001 0C5 sill BR <33 350   
B0010C5 B001 0C5 floor KIT <10 25   
B0010D2 B001 0D2 floor LR <10 91 12 
B0010D2 B001 0D2 sill LR 180 210 13 
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B0010D2 B001 0D2 trough LR 1300 98 14 
B0010D2 B001 0D2 floor BR <10 20 15 
B0010D2 B001 0D2 sill BR <110 <84 16 
B0010D2 B001 0D2 floor KIT 11 130 17 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 floor BR2 <10 1100 12 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 sill BR2 <31 190 21.4 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 trough BR2 580 740 NA 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 floor BR <10 110 12 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 sill BR <84 1300 16 
B0030A3 B003 0A3 floor KIT 15 56 NA 
B0030A4 B003 0A4 floor LR <10 NA   
B0030A4 B003 0A4 sill LR <50 NA   
B0030A4 B003 0A4 trough LR 580 NA   
B0030A4 B003 0A4 floor BR <10 17   
B0030A4 B003 0A4 sill BR <31 <24   
B0030A4 B003 0A4 floor KIT <10 <10   
B0030C2 B003 0C2 floor LR <10     
B0030C2 B003 0C2 sill LR <27     
B0030C2 B003 0C2 trough LR <83     
B0030C2 B003 0C2 floor BR <10     
B0030C2 B003 0C2 sill BR <27     
B0030C2 B003 0C2 floor KIT <10     
B0030C4 B003 0C4 floor LR <10 140   
B0030C4 B003 0C4 sill LR <21 140   
B0030C4 B003 0C4 trough LR 130 370   
B0030C4 B003 0C4 floor BR <10 NA   
B0030C4 B003 0C4 sill BR <59 NA   
B0030C4 B003 0C4 floor KIT 15 49   
B0030D5 B003 0D5 floor LR <10 410 12 
B0030D5 B003 0D5 sill LR <130 50 24.5 
B0030D5 B003 0D5 trough LR <110 340 89.5 
B0030D5 B003 0D5 floor BR <10 64 NA 
B0030D5 B003 0D5 sill BR <36 40 NA 
B0030D5 B003 0D5 floor KIT <10 18 12 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 floor LR <10 <10 10.1 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 sill LR <110 59 22.5 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 trough LR     134.1 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 floor BR <10 <10 10.1 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 sill BR 42 60 40.5 
B0040A4 B004 0C2 floor KIT <10 29 10.1 
B0040B1 B004 0B1 floor LR <10 <10   
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B0040B1 B004 0B1 sill LR <33 290   
B0040B1 B004 0B1 trough LR 460 520   
B0040B1 B004 0B1 floor BR <10 <10   
B0040B1 B004 0B1 sill BR <33 340   
B0040B1 B004 0B1 floor KIT <10 12   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 floor LR <10 <10   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 sill LR <37 520   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 trough LR 150 410   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 floor BR <10 <10   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 sill BR <16 40   
B0040C4 B004 0C4 floor KIT <10 <10   
B005001 B005 1 floor LR <10 20 12 
B005001 B005 1 sill LR <46 160 420 
B005001 B005 1 trough LR     NA 
B005001 B005 1 floor BR <10 290 12 
B005001 B005 1 sill BR 50 53 19 
B005001 B005 1 floor KIT <10 120 12 
B005004 B005 4 floor LR <10 <10 12 
B005004 B005 4 sill LR <30 <26 26 
B005004 B005 4 trough LR 580 470 450 
B005004 B005 4 floor BR 16 14 12 
B005004 B005 4 sill BR 120 190 59 
B005004 B005 4 floor KIT 290 21 12 
B005006 B005 6 floor LR <10 55 12 
B005006 B005 6 sill LR 70 190 54 
B005006 B005 6 trough LR 210   NA 
B005006 B005 6 floor BR <10 26 NA 
B005006 B005 6 sill BR <180 1400 NA 
B005006 B005 6 floor KIT <10 19 12 
B005009 B005 9 floor LR <10 <10   
B005009 B005 9 sill LR <58 93   
B005009 B005 9 trough LR   NA   
B005009 B005 9 floor BR <10 <10   
B005009 B005 9 sill BR <33 510   
B005009 B005 9 floor KIT <10 <10   
B005010 B005 10 floor LR <10 <10 12 
B005010 B005 10 sill LR 58 1800 5100 
B005010 B005 10 trough LR 910 3100 6200 
B005010 B005 10 floor BR <10 <10 12 
B005010 B005 10 sill BR 310 NA 400 
B005010 B005 10 floor KIT <10 <10 12 
B005011 B005 11 floor LR <10 30 12 
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B005011 B005 11 sill LR 91 520 1500 
B005011 B005 11 trough LR   1000 3200 
B005011 B005 11 floor BR <10 60 12 
B005011 B005 11 sill BR 87 1100 250 
B005011 B005 11 floor KIT <10 32 12 
B005019 B005 19 floor LR <10 21 12 
B005019 B005 19 sill LR <38 1700 400 
B005019 B005 19 trough LR <130 NA NA 
B005019 B005 19 floor BR <10 64 21 
B005019 B005 19 sill BR <42 450 300 
B005019 B005 19 floor KIT <10 55 12 
B005020 B005 20 floor LR <10 42 12 
B005020 B005 20 sill LR <31 140 23 
B005020 B005 20 trough LR <270 NA NA 
B005020 B005 20 floor BR <10 12 12 
B005020 B005 20 sill BR <24 95 53 
B005020 B005 20 floor KIT <10 38 13 
B006003 B006 3 floor LR 51 12 12 
B006003 B006 3 sill LR 38 5500 240 
B006003 B006 3 trough LR 460 1200 780 
B006003 B006 3 floor BR <10 25 12 
B006003 B006 3 sill BR 840 100 39 
B006003 B006 3 floor KIT <10 16 12 
B006005 B006 5 floor LR <10 40 12 
B006005 B006 5 sill LR 28 3200 110 
B006005 B006 5 trough LR   3600 NA 
B006005 B006 5 floor BR <10 77 12 
B006005 B006 5 sill BR 240 NA NA 
B006005 B006 5 floor KIT <10 66 12 
B006007 B006 7 floor LR   9.9 12 
B006007 B006 7 sill LR 73 20.4 NA 
B006007 B006 7 trough LR 23000 2060.3 NA 
B006007 B006 7 floor BR   9.9 12 
B006007 B006 7 sill BR 300 12.9 25 
B006007 B006 7 floor KIT <10 9.9 12 
B006009 B006 9 floor LR <10 9.9 12 
B006009 B006 9 sill LR <410 924.5 NA 
B006009 B006 9 trough LR     NA 
B006009 B006 9 floor BR <10 9.9 12 
B006009 B006 9 sill BR 46 323.4 34 
B006009 B006 9 floor KIT <10 9.9 12 
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B006010 B006 10 floor LR <10 23 12 
B006010 B006 10 sill LR 650 670 51 
B006010 B006 10 trough LR 4700 3600 3700 
B006010 B006 10 floor BR <10 28 12 
B006010 B006 10 sill BR 480 450 170 
B006010 B006 10 floor KIT <10 59 12 
B006011 B006 11 floor LR <10 33 12 
B006011 B006 11 sill LR <16 140 34 
B006011 B006 11 trough LR   1500 NA 
B006011 B006 11 floor BR <10 19 12 
B006011 B006 11 sill BR 110 840 1900 
B006011 B006 11 floor KIT <10 210 12 
B006012 B006 12 floor LR <10 11 12 
B006012 B006 12 sill LR <6.9 110 22 
B006012 B006 12 trough LR     NA 
B006012 B006 12 floor BR <10 12 12 
B006012 B006 12 sill BR <7.2 97 180 
B006012 B006 12 floor KIT <10 <10 12 
B006014 B006 14 floor LR <10 14 12 
B006014 B006 14 sill LR 33 480 NA 
B006014 B006 14 trough LR 110 1700 NA 
B006014 B006 14 floor BR <10 14 12 
B006014 B006 14 sill BR 73 4600 130 
B006014 B006 14 floor KIT <10 14 12 
B006016 B006 16 floor LR 11 69 15 
B006016 B006 16 sill LR 270 1000 61 
B006016 B006 16 trough LR 7600 3500 490 
B006016 B006 16 floor BR <10 110 12 
B006016 B006 16 sill BR 1200 4000 NA 
B006016 B006 16 floor KIT 39 86 12 
B007001 B007 1 floor LR <10 12 12 
B007001 B007 1 sill LR 200 41.4 130 
B007001 B007 1 trough LR   80 80 
B007001 B007 1 floor BR <10 12 12 
B007001 B007 1 sill BR 330 58.1 39 
B007001 B007 1 floor KIT <10 12 12 
B010001 B010 1 floor LR 12 169.7 16 
B010001 B010 1 sill LR 52.2 143.5 270 
B010001 B010 1 trough LR   3347.4 4800 
B010001 B010 1 floor BR 14.1 111.1 12 
B010001 B010 1 sill BR 36.4 921.4 24 
B010001 B010 1 floor KIT 12 125.3 12 
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B010004 B010 4 floor LR 12.5 12 12 
B010004 B010 4 sill LR 59.2 418.6 40 
B010004 B010 4 trough LR 754.3 2533.3 340 
B010004 B010 4 floor BR 12.5 12 12 
B010004 B010 4 sill BR 44.6 1240.1 150 
B010004 B010 4 floor KIT 12.5 12 12 
B010005 B010 5 floor LR 29.4 85.8   
B010005 B010 5 sill LR 133.3 14645   
B010005 B010 5 trough LR 2458.6 2346.7   
B010005 B010 5 floor BR 17.1 55.8   
B010005 B010 5 sill BR 65.5 148.1   
B010005 B010 5 floor KIT 16.5 184.2   
B010006 B010 6 floor LR 12.5 22.3 12 
B010006 B010 6 sill LR 34.7 146.9 230 
B010006 B010 6 trough LR 340 9638.1 1100 
B010006 B010 6 floor BR 12.5 14 12 
B010006 B010 6 sill BR 25.5 151.6   
B010006 B010 6 floor KIT 12.5 52.4 12 
B010009 B010 9 floor LR 12 28.3 12 
B010009 B010 9 sill LR 19314.3 2222.6 1000 
B010009 B010 9 trough LR 790   500 
B010009 B010 9 floor BR 12 989.8 12 
B010009 B010 9 sill BR 56.5 26.2 82 
B010009 B010 9 floor KIT 12 12 12 
B010010 B010 10 floor LR 12 26 12 
B010010 B010 10 sill LR 1046 527.5 27 
B010010 B010 10 trough LR 6866.7 6840 1700 
B010010 B010 10 floor BR 12 17.2 12 
B010010 B010 10 sill BR 31.3 121.1 370 
B010010 B010 10 floor KIT 12 40.2 12 
B010012 B010 12 floor LR 12 12 12 
B010012 B010 12 sill LR 31.2 66.7 29 
B010012 B010 12 trough LR 88.8 8036.8 160 
B010012 B010 12 floor BR 12 12 12 
B010012 B010 12 sill BR 29.3 1340 28 
B010012 B010 12 floor KIT 12 54.2 12 
B010021 B010 21 floor LR 12 36.5 12 
B010021 B010 21 sill LR 34.3 52 29 
B010021 B010 21 trough LR 924.3 2768.4 1100 
B010021 B010 21 floor BR 12 18.1 12 
B010021 B010 21 sill BR 27.3 42.1 120 
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B010021 B010 21 floor KIT 12 45.4 12 
B010022 B010 22 floor LR 12 76.4   
B010022 B010 22 sill LR 41.4 2185.7   
B010022 B010 22 trough LR   796.5   
B010022 B010 22 floor BR 12 52.8   
B010022 B010 22 sill BR 169.2 4169.2   
B010022 B010 22 floor KIT 12 118.5   
B010023 B010 23 floor LR 12 65   
B010023 B010 23 sill LR 17.9 271.8   
B010023 B010 23 trough LR 185.8 410   
B010023 B010 23 floor BR 12 77.2   
B010023 B010 23 sill BR 19.9 122.1   
B010023 B010 23 floor KIT 12 150.8   
B011001 B011 1 floor LR 12 215.7 12 
B011001 B011 1 sill LR 54.5 6833.3 43 
B011001 B011 1 trough LR 1528.3 1820 63 
B011001 B011 1 floor BR 12 196.7 20 
B011001 B011 1 sill BR 66.7 996.2 41 
B011001 B011 1 floor KIT 20.9 207.8 12 
B011005 B011 5 floor LR 12 48   
B011005 B011 5 sill LR 75 1496.4   
B011005 B011 5 trough LR 1053.3 4426.3   
B011005 B011 5 floor BR 12 1691   
B011005 B011 5 sill BR 152.5 322.4   
B011005 B011 5 floor KIT 12 53.2   
B011016 B011 16 floor LR 12 36.8 12 
B011016 B011 16 sill LR 647.1 1008 190 
B011016 B011 16 trough LR 2840 1140 140 
B011016 B011 16 floor BR 12 18.1 43 
B011016 B011 16 sill BR 30.8 360.9 160 
B011016 B011 16 floor KIT 12 84 12 
B011018 B011 18 floor LR 12 90.4   
B011018 B011 18 sill LR 24 214.4   
B011018 B011 18 trough LR   7840   
B011018 B011 18 floor BR 12 29.3   
B011018 B011 18 sill BR 349.1 524.3   
B011018 B011 18 floor KIT 12 62.3   
B011021 B011 21 floor LR 15 307 12 
B011021 B011 21 sill LR 16 1361.5 43 
B011021 B011 21 trough LR 333.6 5322.2 130 
B011021 B011 21 floor BR 23.2 241.7 12 
B011021 B011 21 sill BR 143.9 1122.7 46 
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B011021 B011 21 floor KIT 46.8 428 12 
B012002 B012 2 floor LR 12     
B012002 B012 2 sill LR 417.8 122.6   
B012002 B012 2 trough LR 1202 66.2   
B012002 B012 2 floor BR 314     
B012002 B012 2 sill BR 952.9     
B012002 B012 2 floor KIT 25.6     
B012004 B012 4 floor LR 12.5 16 12 
B012004 B012 4 sill LR 40.3 462.1 52 
B012004 B012 4 trough LR 240.9 776.8   
B012004 B012 4 floor BR 12.5 20.9 12 
B012004 B012 4 sill BR 30.8 134.1 27 
B012004 B012 4 floor KIT 15.6 160.4 12 
B012005 B012 005 floor LR     12 
B012005 B012 005 sill LR     39 
B012005 B012 005 trough LR     1500 
B012005 B012 005 floor BR     12 
B012005 B012 005 sill BR     50 
B012005 B012 005 floor KIT     12 
B012006 B012 6 floor LR 12 14.1 12 
B012006 B012 6 sill LR 207.7 339.8 44 
B012006 B012 6 trough LR 2803.8 2823.8 1600 
B012006 B012 6 floor BR 12 31 12 
B012006 B012 6 sill BR 21.4     
B012006 B012 6 floor KIT 12 34.2 12 
B012008 B012 8 floor LR 12 137.2 12 
B012008 B012 8 sill LR 31.7 276.9 67 
B012008 B012 8 trough LR 294.6 2200 1300 
B012008 B012 8 floor BR 12 78.6 12 
B012008 B012 8 sill BR 54.5 400 180 
B012008 B012 8 floor KIT 12 160.2 12 
B012014 B012 14 floor LR 37.3 34.2 12 
B012014 B012 14 sill LR 29.3 129.8 24 
B012014 B012 14 trough LR 1734.5 6688.9 200 
B012014 B012 14 floor BR 15.4 54.7 12 
B012014 B012 14 sill BR 59.8 163.8   
B012014 B012 14 floor KIT 33 84.7 12 
B01205R B012 05R floor LR 12 12   
B01205R B012 05R sill LR 47.5 341.7   
B01205R B012 05R trough LR 14963 4664.3   
B01205R B012 05R floor BR 12 12.4   
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B01205R B012 05R sill BR 27.4 754.8   
B01205R B012 05R floor KIT 12 12   
B0130B1 B013 0B1 floor LR 12.5     
B0130B1 B013 0B1 sill LR 30.5     
B0130B1 B013 0B1 trough LR 147.1     
B0130B1 B013 0B1 floor BR 12.5     
B0130B1 B013 0B1 sill BR 89     
B0130B1 B013 0B1 floor KIT 12.5     
B0130B2 B013 0B2 floor LR 13.2 144.7 20 
B0130B2 B013 0B2 sill LR 1084 7974.4 99 
B0130B2 B013 0B2 trough LR 3410 4860 790 
B0130B2 B013 0B2 floor BR 12 65.4 13 
B0130B2 B013 0B2 sill BR 233.9 2056.4 29 
B0130B2 B013 0B2 floor KIT 26.8 160.8 16 
B0130B3 B013 0B3 floor LR 12     
B0130B3 B013 0B3 sill LR 13     
B0130B3 B013 0B3 trough LR       
B0130B3 B013 0B3 floor BR 12     
B0130B3 B013 0B3 sill BR 44.2     
B0130B3 B013 0B3 floor KIT 12     
B0130C2 B013 0C2 floor LR 12 12 12 
B0130C2 B013 0C2 sill LR 48.6 106 74 
B0130C2 B013 0C2 trough LR 1150 1324 690 
B0130C2 B013 0C2 floor BR 12 12 12 
B0130C2 B013 0C2 sill BR 1076.7 219 36 
B0130C2 B013 0C2 floor KIT 12 27.3 12 
B0130D2 B013 0D2 floor LR 12.5 46.2   
B0130D2 B013 0D2 sill LR 37.9 242   
B0130D2 B013 0D2 trough LR   605.7   
B0130D2 B013 0D2 floor BR 12.5 178.9   
B0130D2 B013 0D2 sill BR 80.8 87.8   
B0130D2 B013 0D2 floor KIT 12.5 32.5   
B0140A2 B014 0A2 floor LR 239 12 12 
B0140A2 B014 0A2 sill LR 386.6 48 83 
B0140A2 B014 0A2 trough LR 109.1   660 
B0140A2 B014 0A2 floor BR 12 12 12 
B0140A2 B014 0A2 sill BR 9.7   38 
B0140A2 B014 0A2 floor KIT 12 12 12 
B0140A3 B014 0A3 floor LR 12.5 12 12 
B0140A3 B014 0A3 sill LR 26.6 28.6 33 
B0140A3 B014 0A3 trough LR   1400 55 
B0140A3 B014 0A3 floor BR 12.5 12 12 
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B0140A3 B014 0A3 sill BR 34.7 267.2 31 
B0140A3 B014 0A3 floor KIT 14.7 12 12 
B0140A4 B014 0A4 floor LR 12.5 282   
B0140A4 B014 0A4 sill LR 244.2 1864   
B0140A4 B014 0A4 trough LR   5477.3   
B0140A4 B014 0A4 floor BR 12.5 154.2   
B0140A4 B014 0A4 sill BR 364.8     
B0140A4 B014 0A4 floor KIT 13.2 223.8   
B0140B1 B014 0B1 floor LR 12.5 12 12 
B0140B1 B014 0B1 sill LR 3158.8 948.1 1300 
B0140B1 B014 0B1 trough LR   1363.2 1400 
B0140B1 B014 0B1 floor BR 12.5 32.7 12 
B0140B1 B014 0B1 sill BR 79 561.3 62 
B0140B1 B014 0B1 floor KIT 12.5 21.1 12 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 floor LR 12.4 12 12 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 sill LR 1356.7 79.5 100 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 trough LR 120 4380 5100 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 floor BR 45.8 12 12 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 sill BR 133.3 137.1 46 
B0140B3 B014 0B3 floor KIT 12 42.7 12 
B0140C1 B014 0C1 floor LR 12.5 15   
B0140C1 B014 0C1 sill LR 1648.3 258.8   
B0140C1 B014 0C1 trough LR 861 3013.6   
B0140C1 B014 0C1 floor BR 12.5 182.8   
B0140C1 B014 0C1 sill BR 158.3 440   
B0140C1 B014 0C1 floor KIT 12.5 27   
B0140D2 B014 0D2 floor LR 12.5 12.6 12 
B0140D2 B014 0D2 sill LR 59.5 60 18 
B0140D2 B014 0D2 trough LR 986.3 308.1 180 
B0140D2 B014 0D2 floor BR 12.5 12.6 14 
B0140D2 B014 0D2 sill BR 25 98 19 
B0140D2 B014 0D2 floor KIT 12.5 15.3 12 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 floor LR 41.6 223.7 45 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 sill LR 31.6 591.4 18 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 trough LR 622.7 1950 41 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 floor BR 40.7 1205 120 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 sill BR 74.5 13689.7 27 
B0150A1 B015 0A1 floor KIT 29.2 552 190 
B0150A4 B015 0A4 floor LR 12 16.2 12 
B0150A4 B015 0A4 sill LR 27.3 287.6 33 
B0150A4 B015 0A4 trough LR 548.5 2885.7 210 
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B0150A4 B015 0A4 floor BR 12 35.2 12 
B0150A4 B015 0A4 sill BR 26.1 88.9   
B0150A4 B015 0A4 floor KIT 12 32.5 12 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 floor LR 12 12 12 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 sill LR 133.3   86 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 trough LR 1107.8 213.9 1000 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 floor BR   49.2 12 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 sill BR 37.5 28.6 44 
B0150B1 B015 0B1 floor KIT 12 29.9 12 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  floor LR 12 12 12 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  sill LR 133.3 501.7 430 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  trough LR   818.3 2000 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  floor BR 12 12 12 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  sill BR 26.1 2314.3 29 
B0150B4 B015 0B4  floor KIT 12 35 12 
B0150C2 B015 0C2 floor LR 12 200.9 22 
B0150C2 B015 0C2 sill LR 41.4 141 87 
B0150C2 B015 0C2 trough LR       
B0150C2 B015 0C2 floor BR 12 32.4 280 
B0150C2 B015 0C2 sill BR 50 42.5 32 
B0150C2 B015 0C2 floor KIT 12 27.5 12 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 floor LR 12 12.3 12 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 sill LR 23.1 64.4 39 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 trough LR 47.4 2878.9 190 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 floor BR 12 57.9 12 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 sill BR 75.2 35.3 31 
B0150D1 B015 0D1 floor KIT 12 12.1 12 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 floor LR 12 12 12 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 sill LR 21.4 179.4 36 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 trough LR 452.9 752.3 480 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 floor BR 12 12 12 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 sill BR 37.5 35.4 57 
B0150D2 B015 0D2 floor KIT 12 12 12 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 floor LR 12.5 29.6 12 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 sill LR 21.6 19 25 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 trough LR 56.5 3855.6 140 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 floor BR 12.5 31.8 25 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 sill BR 29.8 46.4 43 
B0150D4 B015 0D4 floor KIT 12.5 41.5 12 
B018003 B018 3 floor LR 12 12 12 
B018003 B018 3 sill LR 66.7 22.2 31 
B018003 B018 3 trough LR 175.5 120 270 
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B018003 B018 3 floor BR 12 12 12 
B018003 B018 3 sill BR 70.6 85.7 110 
B018003 B018 3 floor KIT 12 12 12 
B018014 B018 14 floor LR 12 12 12 
B018014 B018 14 sill LR 92.3 12 67 
B018014 B018 14 trough LR 230.8 190 250 
B018014 B018 14 floor BR 12 12 12 
B018014 B018 14 sill BR 100 12 75 
B018014 B018 14 floor KIT 12 15.2 12 
B018021 B018 21 floor LR 12 12 12 
B018021 B018 21 sill LR 28.6 21.1 41 
B018021 B018 21 trough LR 55.8 750.9 110 
B018021 B018 21 floor BR 12 12 12 
B018021 B018 21 sill BR 200 31.6 92 
B018021 B018 21 floor KIT 12 12 12 
B018025 B018 25 floor LR 12 28 12 
B018025 B018 25 sill LR 48 20 22 
B018025 B018 25 trough LR 92.3 506.8 48 
B018025 B018 25 floor BR 12 12 19 
B018025 B018 25 sill BR 50 25.9 28 
B018025 B018 25 floor KIT 12 15 12 
Q008001 Q008 1 floor LR <10 <10 12 
Q008001 Q008 1 sill LR <39 <94 48 
Q008001 Q008 1 trough LR   <75 NA 
Q008001 Q008 1 floor BR <10 <10 12 
Q008001 Q008 1 sill BR <32 <110 43 
Q008001 Q008 1 floor KIT <10 <10 12 
Q009001 Q009 1 floor LR 12 12   
Q009001 Q009 1 sill LR 40 133.3   
Q009001 Q009 1 trough LR 26000 54.4   
Q009001 Q009 1 floor BR 17 65.6   
Q009001 Q009 1 sill BR       
Q009001 Q009 1 floor KIT 44 41.6   
Q009002 Q009 2 floor LR <10 100   
Q009002 Q009 2 sill LR <18 200   
Q009002 Q009 2 trough LR <56 12   
Q009002 Q009 2 floor BR <10 86   
Q009002 Q009 2 sill BR 22 200   
Q009002 Q009 2 floor KIT <10 120   
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Cohort 2 Repair Data: 
ID Buildin
g ID 
Dwellin
g ID 
Sample 
Type 
Sample 
Room 
Phase 1 
loading 
Phase 2 
loading 
Phase 3 
loading 
U015001 U015 015 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U015001 U015 015 sill LR <53 <53.33 <20 
U015001 U015 015 trough LR 152.38 <73.80 525.59 
U015001 U015 015 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U015001 U015 015 sill BR 512.76 <73.80 220.84 
U015001 U015 015 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U016001 U016 001 floor LR  32.65  
U016001 U016 001 sill LR  <68.49  
U016001 U016 001 trough LR  <56.50  
U016001 U016 001 floor BR  <20  
U016001 U016 001 sill BR  <68.49  
U016001 U016 001 floor KIT  25.10  
U106001 U106 106 floor LR <20   
U106001 U106 106 sill LR <80   
U106001 U106 106 trough LR <87.34   
U106001 U106 106 floor BR <20   
U106001 U106 106 sill BR <80   
U106001 U106 106 floor KIT <20   
U111119 U111 119 floor LR <20   
U111119 U111 119 sill LR <119.76   
U111119 U111 119 trough LR 293.52   
U111119 U111 119 floor BR <20   
U111119 U111 119 sill BR <119.76   
U111119 U111 119 floor KIT <20   
U121001 U121 001 floor LR 160 <20  
U121001 U121 001 sill LR 3,500 <68.493  
U121001 U121 001 trough LR 18000 83.07  
U121001 U121 001 floor BR 270 <20  
U121001 U121 001 sill BR 5500 <68.493  
U121001 U121 001 floor KIT 420 <20  
U126002 U126 002 floor LR 24.66 <20  
U126002 U126 002 sill LR 613.75 <87.34  
U126002 U126 002 trough LR 529.23 <87.34  
U126002 U126 002 floor BR <20 <20  
U126002 U126 002 sill BR <160 <160  
U126002 U126 002 floor KIT <20 <20  
U133001 U133 133 floor LR BRL 37.68  
U133001 U133 133 sill LR 786 241.51  
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U133001 U133 133 trough LR 32200   
U133001 U133 133 floor BR BRL 20.62  
U133001 U133 133 sill BR 1800 713.65  
U133001 U133 133 floor KIT BRL 77.54  
U138001 U138 001 floor LR <20 <20  
U138001 U138 001 sill LR 9,534.5
6 
<73.80  
U138001 U138 001 trough LR 28,783.
90 
<56.50  
U138001 U138 001 floor BR 22.76 <20  
U138001 U138 001 sill BR <76.92 78.98  
U138001 U138 001 floor KIT 65.01 24.69  
U140140 U140 140 floor LR <20   
U140140 U140 140 sill LR 209.60   
U140140 U140 140 trough LR 589.43   
U140140 U140 140 floor BR <20   
U140140 U140 140 sill BR 10,053.
64 
  
U140140 U140 140 floor KIT <20   
U1411D0 U141 1D0 floor LR  300.11 <20 
U1411D0 U141 1D0 sill LR  <60.06 486.82 
U1411D0 U141 1D0 trough LR  <96.15 <20 
U1411D0 U141 1D0 floor BR  31.46 <20 
U1411D0 U141 1D0 sill BR  <56.50 <20 
U1411D0 U141 1D0 floor KIT  38.26 <20 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 floor LR  62.84 <20 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 sill LR  137.94 <20 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 trough LR  1766.24 434.71 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 floor BR  24.44 <20 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 sill BR  <63.90 <20 
U1412A0 U141 2A0 floor KIT   <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 floor LR  <20 <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 sill LR  1556.10 <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 trough LR  2371.84 <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 floor BR  <20 <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 sill BR  91.87 <20 
U1412C0 U141 2C0 floor KIT  <20 <20 
U1412E0 U141 2E0 floor LR  <20 <20 
U1412E0 U141 2E0 sill LR  786.18 <20 
U1412E0 U141 2E0 trough LR  <91.32 <20 
U1412E0 U141 2E0 floor BR  <20 <20 
U1412E0 U141 2E0 sill BR  <60.06 <20 
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U1412E0 U141 2E0 floor KIT  <20 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 floor LR  <20 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 sill LR  <73.80 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 trough LR  <96.15 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 floor BR  <20 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 sill BR  <63.9 <20 
U1413A0 U141 3A0 floor KIT  <20 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 floor LR  <20 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 sill LR  <60.06 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 trough LR  <20 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 floor BR  <20 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 sill BR  <20 <20 
U1413C0 U141 3C0 floor KIT  36.95 <20 
U146002 U146 002 floor LR  21.94  
U146002 U146 002 sill LR  201.26  
U146002 U146 002 trough LR  2247.71  
U146002 U146 002 floor BR  22.25  
U146002 U146 002 sill BR  342.59  
U146002 U146 002 floor KIT  <20  
U151151 U151 151 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U151151 U151 151 sill LR 2900 28.95 1070.01 
U151151 U151 151 trough LR 210 <80 125.72 
U151151 U151 151 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U151151 U151 151 sill BR 280 <63.90 <20 
U151151 U151 151 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 floor LR 22 <20 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 sill LR 1000 <58.14 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 trough LR 1200 <45.66 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 floor BR 76 40.33 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 sill BR 2100 <40 <20 
U151151
7 
U15100
1 
1517 floor KIT 44 45.90 <20 
U152001 U152 001 floor LR 60.34 <20 <20 
U152001 U152 001 sill LR 555.10 <71.17 <20 
U152001 U152 001 trough LR 27,657.
78 
101.01 <20 
U152001 U152 001 floor BR 84.39 <20 <20 
U152001 U152 001 sill BR 10,515.
89 
<73.80 107.81 
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U152001 U152 001 floor KIT 28.39 <20 <20 
U152002 U152 002 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U152002 U152 002 sill LR 473.22 252.03 <20 
U152002 U152 002 trough LR 5750.45 <80 <20 
U152002 U152 002 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U152002 U152 002 sill BR <96.15 <96.15 85.98 
U152002 U152 002 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U153001 U153 001 floor LR 47 <20  
U153001 U153 001 sill LR 3200 130.88  
U153001 U153 001 trough LR 20000 <56.50  
U153001 U153 001 floor BR <20 <20  
U153001 U153 001 sill BR 220 897.26  
U153001 U153 001 floor KIT 31 <20  
U155001 U155 155 floor LR 26 26.52  
U155001 U155 155 sill LR 96 <63.90  
U155001 U155 155 trough LR 11200 <96.15  
U155001 U155 155 floor BR 21 <20  
U155001 U155 155 sill BR 911 <63.90  
U155001 U155 155 floor KIT 28 233.72  
U158581 U158 581 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U158581 U158 581 sill LR 184.09 <68.49 <20 
U158581 U158 581 trough LR 2223.18 182.98 454.58 
U158581 U158 581 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U158581 U158 581 sill BR <68.49 <68.49 86.99 
U158581 U158 581 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U164001 U164 001 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U164001 U164 001 sill LR 470 <66.22 <20 
U164001 U164 001 trough LR 5900  <20 
U164001 U164 001 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U164001 U164 001 sill BR 540 <66.22 <20 
U164001 U164 001 floor KIT <20  <20 
U166001 U166 166 floor LR <20 <20  
U166001 U166 166 sill LR 94.28 228.85  
U166001 U166 166 trough LR 5149 867.08  
U166001 U166 166 floor BR <20 <20  
U166001 U166 166 sill BR 835.25 327.58  
U166001 U166 166 floor KIT <20 282.65  
U176001 U176 001 floor LR <20   
U176001 U176 001 sill LR 156.28   
U176001 U176 001 trough LR 945.88   
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U176001 U176 001 floor BR <20   
U176001 U176 001 sill BR <91.32   
U176001 U176 001 floor KIT <20   
U180001 U180 018 floor LR 38.55   
U180001 U180 018 sill LR 14909   
U180001 U180 018 trough LR 2590.68   
U180001 U180 018 floor BR 158.84   
U180001 U180 018 sill BR 3338.91   
U180001 U180 018 floor KIT 68.87   
U201001 1U201 1 floor LR 120   
U201001 1U201 1 sill LR 60000   
U201001 1U201 1 trough LR <140   
U201001 1U201 1 floor BR 450   
U201001 1U201 1 sill BR 1900   
U201001 1U201 1 floor KIT 88   
U202002 1U202 2 floor LR 76   
U202002 1U202 2 sill LR 760   
U202002 1U202 2 trough LR 71000   
U202002 1U202 2 floor BR 85   
U202002 1U202 2 sill BR 94   
U202002 1U202 2 floor KIT 50   
U205003 1U205 3 floor LR 160   
U205003 1U205 3 sill LR 210   
U205003 1U205 3 trough LR 130000   
U205003 1U205 3 floor BR 150   
U205003 1U205 3 sill BR 550   
U205003 1U205 3 floor KIT 230   
U211001 U211 001 floor LR <20  <20 
U211001 U211 001 sill LR <74  <20 
U211001 U211 001 trough LR 380  <20 
U211001 U211 001 floor BR <20  <20 
U211001 U211 001 sill BR <74  <20 
U211001 U211 001 floor KIT <20  <20 
U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 floor LR 280   
U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 sill LR 3000   
U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 trough LR 6500   
U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 floor BR 300   
U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 sill BR 1600   
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U213A00
4 
1U213A 4 floor KIT 51   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 floor LR 68   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 sill LR 4300   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 trough LR 11000   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 floor BR 300   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 sill BR 6600   
U213B00
5 
1U213B 5 floor KIT 83   
U301001 U301 301 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U301001 U301 301 sill LR <68.49 <68.49 <20 
U301001 U301 301 trough LR 846.51 183.54 <20 
U301001 U301 301 floor BR 63.44 <20 <20 
U301001 U301 301 sill BR <68.49 <68.49 <20 
U301001 U301 301 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U304006 1U304 6 floor LR 110   
U304006 1U304 6 sill LR 780   
U304006 1U304 6 trough LR 73000   
U304006 1U304 6 floor BR 33   
U304006 1U304 6 sill BR 1800   
U304006 1U304 6 floor KIT 40   
U308308 U308 308 floor LR <20 <20  
U308308 U308 308 sill LR 2297 <136.99  
U308308 U308 308 trough LR 27245 465.89  
U308308 U308 308 floor BR <20 <20  
U308308 U308 308 sill BR <96.15 <80  
U308308 U308 308 floor KIT <20 <20  
U311007 U311 7 floor LR 64   
U311007 U311 7 sill LR 43   
U311007 U311 7 trough LR 16000   
U311007 U311 7 floor BR 57   
U311007 U311 7 sill BR 1900   
U311007 U311 7 floor KIT 68   
U312010 U312 10 floor LR <20   
U312010 U312 10 sill LR <53   
U312010 U312 10 trough LR 390   
U312010 U312 10 floor BR <20   
U312010 U312 10 sill BR 1600   
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U312010 U312 10 floor KIT <20   
U312010 U312 10   <20   
U403001 U430 001 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U403001 U430 001 sill LR <49 <49.26 <20 
U403001 U430 001 trough LR 8300 101.91 <20 
U403001 U430 001 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U403001 U430 001 sill BR 170 <83.33 <20 
U403001 U430 001 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U432001 U432 342 floor LR 31.83 <20  
U432001 U432 342 sill LR 727.91 263.52  
U432001 U432 342 trough LR 17713.9
0 
<80  
U432001 U432 342 floor BR <20 <20  
U432001 U432 342 sill BR 96.5999
999999
9999 
<80  
U432001 U432 342 floor KIT <20 <20  
U510009 1U510 9 floor LR 64   
U510009 1U510 9 sill LR 890   
U510009 1U510 9 trough LR 28000   
U510009 1U510 9 floor BR 61   
U510009 1U510 9 sill BR 1400   
U510009 1U510 9 floor KIT 23   
U510009 1U510 9   29   
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 sill LR 4900 <91.32 <20 
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 trough LR 10000 410.49 370.84 
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 sill BR 350 76.80 <20 
U517517
2 
U51700
1 
5172 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U518518 U51800
1 
518 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U518518 U51800
1 
518 sill LR 277.23 <73.80 273.33 
U518518 U51800
1 
518 trough LR 9327.34 58,893.9
1 
3228.01 
U518518 U51800
1 
518 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U518518 U51800
1 
518 sill BR 1219.66 <73.80 <20 
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U518518 U51800
1 
518 floor KIT <20 <20 <20 
U532001 U532 001 floor LR <20 <20  
U532001 U532 001 sill LR 1400 413.93  
U532001 U532 001 trough LR 52000 1046  
U532001 U532 001 floor BR <20 <20  
U532001 U532 001 sill BR 240 <73.80  
U532001 U532 001 floor KIT <20 <20  
U538002 U538 002 floor LR <20 <20  
U538002 U538 002 sill LR 118.33 <20  
U538002 U538 002 trough LR <96.15 <20  
U538002 U538 002 floor BR <20 <20  
U538002 U538 002 sill BR <112.99 <20  
U538002 U538 002 floor KIT <20 <20  
U610002 U610 002 floor LR <20   
U610002 U610 002 sill LR <80   
U610002 U610 002 trough LR 1700   
U610002 U610 002 floor BR <20   
U610002 U610 002 sill BR <80   
U610002 U610 002 floor KIT <20   
U612612 U612 612 floor LR 22.94 <20 <20 
U612612 U612 612 sill LR 328.93 <63.90 <20 
U612612 U612 612 trough LR 297.22 <73.80 <20 
U612612 U612 612 floor BR 23.27 <20 <20 
U612612 U612 612 sill BR 197.05 <68.49 <20 
U612612 U612 612 floor KIT 34.68 <20 <20 
U627001 U627 162 floor LR <20 <20  
U627001 U627 162 sill LR <83.33 <83.33  
U627001 U627 162 trough LR 552.33 117.82  
U627001 U627 162 floor BR <20 <20  
U627001 U627 162 sill BR 619.37 <87.34  
U627001 U627 162 floor KIT <20 33.03  
U720001 U720 1 floor LR <20   
U720001 U720 1 sill LR <136.99   
U720001 U720 1 trough LR 3034.08   
U720001 U720 1 floor BR <20   
U720001 U720 1 sill BR 91.32  
U720001 U720 1 floor KIT <20   
U731001 U731 001 floor LR 82.34 <20 <20 
U731001 U731 001 sill LR 644.88 <101.1 <20 
U731001 U731 001 trough LR 687.03 1186.90 594.42 
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U731001 U731 001 floor BR 113.09 <20 <20 
U731001 U731 001 sill BR 559.04 <63.90 <20 
U731001 U731 001 floor KIT 146.57 <20 <20 
U731002 U731 002 floor LR 28.86 <20 <20 
U731002 U731 002 sill LR 556.22 <87.34 <20 
U731002 U731 002 trough LR 845.84 23.93 <20 
U731002 U731 002 floor BR <20 62.49 <20 
U731002 U731 002 sill BR 724.75 <91.32 159.25 
U731002 U731 002 floor KIT 24.59 42.33 <20 
U749001 U749 749 floor LR 35.11   
U749001 U749 749 sill LR 471.70   
U749001 U749 749 trough LR 644.22   
U749001 U749 749 floor BR <20   
U749001 U749 749 sill BR 172.66   
U749001 U749 749 floor KIT 40.46   
U800008 U800 008 floor LR <20   
U800008 U800 008 sill LR <73.8   
U800008 U800 008 trough LR <96.15   
U800008 U800 008 floor BR 48.95   
U800008 U800 008 sill BR 141.84   
U800008 U800 008 floor KIT <20   
U810001 U810 810 floor LR <20   
U810001 U810 810 sill LR 167.85   
U810001 U810 810 trough LR 15,512.
19 
  
U810001 U810 810 floor BR <20   
U810001 U810 810 sill BR 87.12   
U810001 U810 810 floor KIT <20   
U822002 U822 002 floor LR 2.9 <20 <20 
U822002 U822 002 sill LR 124.80 <96.15 <20 
U822002 U822 002 trough LR 10200 5807.78 <20 
U822002 U822 002 floor BR 17 <20 <20 
U822002 U822 002 sill BR 7.09 <45.66 <20 
U822002 U822 002 floor KIT 2.60 <20 <20 
U888001 U888 30 floor LR BRL   
U888001 U888 30 sill LR 1060   
U888001 U888 30 trough LR 17,100   
U888001 U888 30 floor BR BRL   
U888001 U888 30 sill BR BRL   
U888001 U888 30 floor KIT BRL   
U960001 U690 609 floor LR  21.22  
U960001 U690 609 sill LR  <20  
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U960001 U690 609 trough LR    
U960001 U690 609 floor BR  <20  
U960001 U690 609 sill BR  <20  
U960001 U690 609 floor KIT  <20  
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Cohort 3 Control Data: 
ID Buildin
g ID 
Dwelling 
ID 
Sample 
Type 
Sample 
Room 
Phase 1 
loading 
Phase 2 
loading 
Phase 3 
loading 
U431109 U431 109 floor LR 570 94 44 
U431109 U431 109 sill LR 1230 240 2405.3 
U431109 U431 109 trough LR 9750 NA 12725.08 
U431109 U431 109 floor BR 693 55 50.35 
U431109 U431 109 sill BR 796 4200 386.38 
U431109 U431 109 floor KIT 245 24 26.9 
U431110 U431 110 floor LR 116 400 <20 
U431110 U431 110 sill LR 94 210 743.48 
U431110 U431 110 trough LR 18200 30000 6933.44 
U431110 U431 110 floor BR 78 260 29.15 
U431110 U431 110 sill BR 403 5600 401.32 
U431110 U431 110 floor KIT 267 92 26.19 
U431201 U431 201 floor LR 224 260 309.59 
U431201 U431 201 sill LR 686 1600 297.75 
U431201 U431 201 trough LR 20200 14000 41238.08 
U431201 U431 201 floor BR 320 880 197.51 
U431201 U431 201 sill BR 7090 11000 7559.2 
U431201 U431 201 floor KIT 246 510 58.49 
U431202 U431 202 floor LR 122 60 39.17 
U431202 U431 202 sill LR 89 260 1401.8 
U431202 U431 202 trough LR 40800 22000 37785.34 
U431202 U431 202 floor BR 528 26 <20 
U431202 U431 202 sill BR 369 490 5444.63 
U431202 U431 202 floor KIT 314 500 <20 
U431207 U431 207 floor LR 224 62 412.25 
U431207 U431 207 sill LR 1390 340 741.22 
U431207 U431 207 trough LR 100000 9300 6826.11 
U431207 U431 207 floor BR 72 72 119.87 
U431207 U431 207 sill BR 736 890 2168.34 
U431207 U431 207 floor KIT 211 32 72.59 
U431208 U431 208 floor LR 11400 640 143.07 
U431208 U431 208 sill LR 215 550 344.01 
U431208 U431 208 trough LR 2060 5600 4141.05 
U431208 U431 208 floor BR 993 600 124.25 
U431208 U431 208 sill BR 5710 1000 1389.61 
U431208 U431 208 floor KIT 396 320 245.7 
U431209B U431 209 floor LR 43 22 154.3 
U431209B U431 209 sill LR <20 140 491.71 
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U431209B U431 209 trough LR 135000 89000 56336.44 
U431209B U431 209 floor BR 119 97 221.74 
U431209B U431 209 sill BR 231 270 13847.6 
U431209B U431 209 floor KIT 30 48 110.16 
U431301A U431 301A floor LR 212 160 56.5 
U431301A U431 301A sill LR 173 190 109.9 
U431301A U431 301A trough LR 139000 59000 10613.01 
U431301A U431 301A floor BR 116 78 58.2 
U431301A U431 301A sill BR 242000 410 229.68 
U431301A U431 301A floor KIT 50 <20 <20 
U431301B U431 301 floor LR 137 <20 306.9 
U431301B U431 301 sill LR 652 770 2685.3 
U431301B U431 301 trough LR 15200 8800 4433.7 
U431301B U431 301 floor BR 59 26 39.35 
U431301B U431 301 sill BR 668 NA NA 
U431301B U431 301 floor KIT 278 <20 25.25 
U431313 U431 313 floor LR 1850 73 <20 
U431313 U431 313 sill LR 517 880 1255.17 
U431313 U431 313 trough LR 21000 13000 4210.19 
U431313 U431 313 floor BR 54 48 <20 
U431313 U431 313 sill BR 1780 960 262.29 
U431313 U431 313 floor KIT 67 35 <20 
U431315 U431 315 floor LR 179 <20  
U431315 U431 315 sill LR 240 94  
U431315 U431 315 trough LR 8850 2400  
U431315 U431 315 floor BR 82 52  
U431315 U431 315 sill BR 207 220  
U431315 U431 315 floor KIT 63 24  
U431408 U431 408 floor LR <20 <20 145.51 
U431408 U431 408 sill LR 211000 292.23 561.33 
U431408 U431 408 trough LR 33300 1750.81 34381.59 
U431408 U431 408 floor BR <20 <20 290.99 
U431408 U431 408 sill BR 4020 283.01 753.86 
U431408 U431 408 floor KIT <20 <20 103.62 
U431413 U431 413 floor LR 43 <20 <20 
U431413 U431 413 sill LR 310 807.7 485.8 
U431413 U431 413 trough LR 12800 807.76 5243.44 
U431413 U431 413 floor BR 35 849.67 <20 
U431413 U431 413 sill BR 848 1886.17 3341.76 
U431413 U431 413 floor KIT <20 34.4 <20 
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U431502 U431 502 floor LR 70 29 <20 
U431502 U431 502 sill LR 10600 5000 11005.17 
U431502 U431 502 trough LR 87900 110000 100,138.2
8 
U431502 U431 502 floor BR 648 58 <20 
U431502 U431 502 sill BR 240 11000 19,105.16 
U431502 U431 502 floor KIT 467 1500 <20 
U431505 U431 505 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U431505 U431 505 sill LR 170 520 280.96 
U431505 U431 505 trough LR 75000 12000 101061.45 
U431505 U431 505 floor BR 127 36 <20 
U431505 U431 505 sill BR 5490 2100 146.27 
U431505 U431 505 floor KIT <20 20 <20 
U431508A U431 508A floor LR 86 37 82.05 
U431508A U431 508A sill LR 140 1300 417.71 
U431508A U431 508A trough LR 4930 11000 2145.89 
U431508A U431 508A floor BR 210 26 205.3 
U431508A U431 508A sill BR 470 560 247.68 
U431508A U431 508A floor KIT 34 <20 28.6 
U431508B U431 508 floor LR 117 350 161.3 
U431508B U431 508 sill LR 7300 12000 2133.69 
U431508B U431 508 trough LR 125000 150000 18236.23 
U431508B U431 508 floor BR 164 480 494.9 
U431508B U431 508 sill BR 847 360 851.74 
U431508B U431 508 floor KIT 168 280 679.25 
U431512 U431 512 floor LR 69 <20 <20 
U431512 U431 512 sill LR 524 2200 691.23 
U431512 U431 512 trough LR 12600 9200 19469.88 
U431512 U431 512 floor BR 84 <20 23.1 
U431512 U431 512 sill BR 835 2200 438.89 
U431512 U431 512 floor KIT 28 <20 23.8 
U431601 U431 601 floor LR 201 511.69 228.52 
U431601 U431 601 sill LR 939 520.55 847.22 
U431601 U431 601 trough LR 32700 6331.2 18800 
U431601 U431 601 floor BR 65 113.01 77.05 
U431601 U431 601 sill BR 466 167.64 491.81 
U431601 U431 601 floor KIT 79 98 353.27 
U431607 U431 607 floor LR 133 79.78 479.61 
U431607 U431 607 sill LR 7440 7579.51 319.48 
U431607 U431 607 trough LR 27100 5498.2 1296.94 
U431607 U431 607 floor BR 77 53.07 100.46 
U431607 U431 607 sill BR 2080 1852.36 1126.2 
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U431607 U431 607 floor KIT 105 658.81 72.38 
U431608 U431 608 floor LR 168 415.03 279 
U431608 U431 608 sill LR 25900 25351.57 7153.1 
U431608 U431 608 trough LR 6080 8272.02 21079.52 
U431608 U431 608 floor BR 81 437.85 430.35 
U431608 U431 608 sill BR 1020 1991.12 4726.84 
U431608 U431 608 floor KIT 156 57.2 63.25 
U609001 U609 1 floor LR <20 <20 <20 
U609001 U609 1 sill LR <80 135.21 <20 
U609001 U609 1 trough LR 3080 4293.58 <20 
U609001 U609 1 floor BR <20 <20 <20 
U609001 U609 1 sill BR <120 <119.76 <20 
U609001 U609 1 floor KIT 21 <20 <20 
U609002 U609 2 floor LR <20 <20  
U609002 U609 2 sill LR 219 <54.80  
U609002 U609 2 trough LR 2520 1822.65  
U609002 U609 2 floor BR <20 <20  
U609002 U609 2 sill BR 142 <106.38  
U609002 U609 2 floor KIT <20 <20  
U609003 U609 3 floor LR <20 <20  
U609003 U609 3 sill LR 937 1295.9  
U609003 U609 3 trough LR 40700 7678.62  
U609003 U609 3 floor BR <20 <20  
U609003 U609 3 sill BR 9140 188.61  
U609003 U609 3 floor KIT 36 <20  
U609004 U609 4 floor LR <20 <20  
U609004 U609 4 sill LR 949 <71.17  
U609004 U609 4 trough LR 3720 464.22  
U609004 U609 4 floor BR <20 <20  
U609004 U609 4 sill BR 173 <96.5  
U609004 U609 4 floor KIT <20 <20  
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